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One Day Faculty Development Program: New Education Policy:
The Future Of Higher Education

One Day Faculty Development Program (FDP) was organised by College of Vocational Studies
and IQAC on February 8,2021 on Google Meet with a participation of about 226 faculty
members and scholars not only from India but also South East Asia. The Topic was New
Education Policy : The Future of Higher Education.

The session started at 11AM with the convener's note followed by a welcome note by the
Principal of the College, Prof. Inder Jeet Dagar. The Inaugural Address was delivered by
illustrious educationist, Prof. Ved Prakash, Formal Chairman, UGC. Prof. Dagar introduced
eminent eductionist, thinker and former Chairman UGC, Prof. Ved Prakash.

Prof. Ved Prakash in his inaugural address reflected upon the legacies of Indian educational system.
Prof. Ved Prakash delineated education as an evolving subject. He opined that the progressive
societies were able to comprehend the greater promises education held for both individuals and
society as a vital base for the social, spiritual, political and economic transformation. He discussed
the major challenges in the field of education: aspirations, employability, marketability,
vocationalization, internationalization and ethics in globalized scenario. Prof. Ved Prakash pointed
out the structure, theme, recommendations of the NEP and emphasized the need for formulating a
proactive action plan to rightly implement the New Education policy. Prof. Ved Prakash highlighted
the potential role of College of Vocational Studies in developing multidisciplinary and multi faculty
institutions for the promotion of vocational studies in the country.

It was followed by a lecture on “New Education Policy and Languages” by Professor Gyrasilal
and “Vocationalization of Higher Education in the Context of NEP” by Professor Neela Dabir,
Former Dean, School of Vocational Education, Tata School of Social Sciences, Mumbai. Prof.
A.K. Singh, NIEPA headed the session on “Policy Shifts in Higher Education under NEP 2020”
which was followed by Prof. Madhushree Sekher, TISS Session on “Internalisation of Higher
Education Space”.

The last session of the day was on “Role of HEIs in strengthening Holistic and Multidisciplinary
Education” by Prof. Arvind Tiwari, TISS.
Dr. Vinay Kumar Vishwas, Associate Professor, Hindi Department introduced Prof. Harshi Lal.
Dr. Meera Nangia, Associate Professor introduced Prof. Neela Dabir. Dr. Anu Satyal,



Coordinator, IQAC introduced introduced Prof. A.K.Singh and Prof.Madhushree Sekher and
Ms.Shashi Singh introduced Prof. Arvind Tiwari.
The valedictory note was given by Dr. Richa Malhotra, Convenor of FDP.
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Social Media links:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLMtNv6j2DY/?utm_medium= copy _link

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/486328222754471

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/480449276675699

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/486327202754573

(LIVE RECORDING)

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=2495372287424157

Webinar On Research Ethics and Plagiarism : Crisis and
Cure

AWebinar on Research Ethics and Plagiarism: Crisis and Cure’ was organized by the College of
Vocations Studies with IQAC on 20th August 2020. Prof. (Dr.) Ramesh C Gaur, Dean & Head-
Kalanidhi Division, Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts, Ministry of Culture, GOI addressed
the session. Prof. Gaur is one of the key members of the UGC committee which drafted the
recently notified UGC Plagiarism Regulations 2018. Research ethics are intrinsically rooted in
academic integrity and conscientiousness. With information technology gaining new heights the
cases of plagiarism are increasing manifold. Prof. Gaur elaborated on the types of plagiarism,
rules, regulations and laws to combat this menace. He focused on the safeguards for students,
researchers and faculty against academic theft and stealing.

Prof. Gaur listed the ten most common types of plagiarism like –Clone, CTRL-C, Find-Replace,
Remix, Recycle, Mashup, Hybrid, 404 Error, Aggregator and Re-tweet (Source: Webinar PPT of
Prof. Guar)

Prof. Guar discussed various methods and practices to check plagiarism. He referred to websites
and software like Urkund to check the authenticity of the research and discussed Mendeley and
EndNote styles of citation. Most useful suggestions are, research should be published only in
UGC listed Journals to score research credits, Google is not equivalent to reading a book,
research methodology and citation techniques should be taught at the undergraduate level, never
search on Google for research & academic activity, the top priority must be given to the database
subscribed by the library and academic search engines such as Google Scholars and Directory of



Open Access Journals are the best.

Academic faculty from Delhi, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, A.P., Chhattisgarh, Bengal, M.P., U.P.,
Rajasthan, Himachal and North East participated in the webinar.





Social Media links:
https://www.instagram.com/p/CERB7CXD2_n/?utm_medium=share_sheet

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/photos/gm.316626549751640/337700390950589/

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/349695359751092

Live Recording:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=2495372287424157

Report Writing Workshop
On the occasion of First Foundation Day ( 13th September 2019) of the Social Media Champion of
College of Vocational Studies) a "Report Writing Workshop" was organised on 19th September 2020
at 11am on Google meet.
Esteemed journalist, analyist, author and Former Deputy Editor of National Daily,The Hindu,
Mr.Vijay Lokapally was the guest of honour. It is an honour for the institution and SMCCVSDU that
an eminent writer of the stature of Vijay Lokapally has agreed to be the resource person. It was an
interactive session with the students.
The SMCCVS Convener, Dr. Richa Malhotra initiated the session. Aditya V. Prajapati, the editor- in
- chief, welcomed the illustrious speaker, guests and participants.
Mr. Vijay Lokapally is renowned for his excellent reporting politics, culture and sports matters. A
committed journalist credited with acclaimed books including, 'World Cup Warriors : Boys in Blue',
'Driven : The Story of Virat Kohli', 'The Story of Sehwag'.
Objective reporting is pivotal to the credibility and trust of its reader/audience. Lokapally emphasised
on simplicity of style, lucidity of expression and comprehensive of presentation as the finest elements
of reporting. Lokapally gave utmost importance to transparency and accountability in journalism.
According to him a journalist first and foremost should be responsible and concentious to his/ her
vocation. Reading good books is vital, Lokapally said for being a good journalist.
In the last segment discussion Vijay Lokapally talked about his experience of covering cricket world
over. 'Speed Merchants' his new book on fast bowlers of India will hit the book shelves in coming
November.Mr. Lokapally mesmerised his audience with his exemplary range of knowledge and
powerful articulation.
Suraj Kumar, the Executive Editor, gave the vote of thanks. It was an educative and engaging session
enthusiastically participated by students from various colleges and universities of India.
.





Social Media links:
https://ne-np.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/videos/report-writing-workshop/658925038081990/

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/373380210715940

Live Recording
https://fb.watch/dAt7t4GlsD/



Session on Model united Nations

Modern Youth International in association with College of Vocational Studies organized an
informative session about Model United Nations where they enlightened the students about how
MUN teaches the art of solving a global issue through research, drafting, lobbying and debate to
pass a suitable resolution. MYI is organizing it's second edition of MUN in collaboration with
CVS.
Ananya Das was the key note speaker who talked about the organs, committees, rules of
procedure of MUN accompanied by a power point presentation. She told that MUN develops
leadership skills, research, writing, public speaking and problem-solving skills. Mihir who is the
secretary general of the MYI - MUN addressed the gathering about how coming up with
resolutions that are acceptable to the majority of representatives also inculcates skills of
negotiation, conflict resolution and cooperation.
António Guterres graced the session with his words of wisdom about the prowess of diplomacy
which inspired everyone to do MUNs. The session ended with vote of thanks by Honorable
Geetha ma'am to all the speakers for such an invigorating experience for all the young debaters.





Social Media links:
https://www.instagram.com/p/CFOlICcDNXm/?utm_medium=share_sheet

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/photos/pcb.369884914398803/369884794398815

Certificate Course on Digital Teaching Techniques
The college of vocational studies along ICT Academy organized a week online certificate course
from 24 Aug 2020 to 29 Aug 2020. The course focused on how the world is changing all around
us and we need to adapt to survive. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in internet gaining a
major role in remote working, online learning, shift to online classes, video streaming and other
sudden changes. This also gives an opportunity to strengthen internet connectivity across India
for better interaction between students and teachers.

This exclusive course prepared the teachers for the new journey, to help faculty members change
their teaching style to meet the demands of this new digital world and help them achieve their
teaching goals, motivate students to learn from isolation, promote team work in digital space and
assess their knowledge with / without exams or assignments.

After the successful completion of the course teachers were now able to build a Learner Directed
Digital Learning environment at institution with ease. The teachers were even awarded digital
certificates.







MS Teams Orientation

The college of vocational studies organized an orientation session on 13.08. 2020.The session
started with what MS teams is and should we use it after some quick answers the teaching staff
was given a proper tour or overview of the platform like how to create a team, how to create a
meeting and team tabs. They were explained how different tools can be used to increase
engagement and community in the class.

The session concluded with some quick questions by the teachers like Should they make a
recurring meeting or schedule one for each lecture, use mentions, form breakout groups, use
channels for group work etc.



s

Understanding Art: Arts,Religion,Politics and Profits
An Interdisciplinary Webinar, 'Understanding Art: Arts,Religion,Politics and Profits: How to
think about them' was organized by SMCCVS on 5th April 2021 conducted by Dr. Susmita
Dasgupta an Eminent Sociologist and writer. The session revolved around that how Art and its
relevance is a subject to debate today. The session concluded with a deep discussion on how art
has evolved into various forms from digital to traditional forms.

Social Media Link:

https://www.facebook.com/SMCCVSDU/posts/515597096494250




